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ABSTRACT- Steganography is an art that involves secret communication by using encryption and decryption from sender to 

receiver through message, images, videos etc. In this work, A new Approach of image Steganography technique is proposed, This 

proposed Work aims to, The secret information can be concealed in 0 to N Blocks of image. Hence the user can be achieved high 

Secure communication. This proposed work consists of two Stages namely Encryption stage, decryption stage. The Encryption 

stage consists of four steps, in the first step the text message has to convert into ASCII code. In the Second step splitting the image 

into number of blocks using non overlapping method. In the In Third step, We Introducing a new Method called Nearest Neighbor 

Filling Method (NNM) aims to hide the converted secret message into the nearest value of image block in linear manner. In the 

fourth step send the encrypted message with a secret key to the receiver. The receiver stage consists of four steps, in the first step 

the secret message has to decrypt with a secret key, In the second step the receiver has to find out the input information in the 

image, the third step is extracts the secret message from the image block, the final step is converting the ASCII code into the 

original message. Experimental result shows that the proposed approach is Simple and Better suitable to send the secret message 

in the stego- image. 
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blocks by using nearest neighbor filling method(NNM)    by 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The need of security is very essential in digital transmission 

of information or data through internet. Steganography is 

applied computationally, when wrapping of works such as 

text files, image files, audio files and video files are used 

here that a secret message can be hidden inside them.[1-3]. 

Images are preferred medium for the current Steganography 

techniques. content adaptability, resilience, there exists a 

large number of image Steganography techniques which are 

accompanied by various attacks 

on the Steganography systems. Security of any 

Steganography technique depends on the selection of 

pixels for embedding.[4], There are two approaches are used 

to protect secret information from intruder or being attacked 

by others during transmission. One is encryption which is in 

the form of encoded in another from by using a secret key 

before sending the information, which we can called as 

cipher text. This information can be decoded by using secret 

key. There are several popular encryption techniques 

namely, AES, DES, RSA, Blowfish, Two fish etc. 

there is an another way is Steganography which is 

Steganography is an art that involves secret communication 

by using encryption and decryption from sender to receiver 

through message, images, videos etc. Steganography 

technique can be used in military-defense, commercial, on- 

line activities, anti-criminal so on. There are many 

Steganography techniques available in the current 

technological field.[1-10] A new approach of image 

Steganography technique for information hiding using 

nearest neighbor filling method(NNM). This approach   will 
be simple and gives a better Result than previous techniques 

linear passion. Hence it will give a better result than 

previous because there should not be confliction to the user 

of overlapping of image blocks. 

 

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In this section details of the proposed system presented the 

proposed system consists of 2 stages Encryption and 

decryption fig.1 shows that the steps involved in proposed 

system. As per system architecture the sender having plain 

text that consists of alphabetical sentences or the numeric 

values or any special characters Ex: welcome to the 

Steganography world or 12345 or $%#$%^& ,these can be 

converted into respective ASCII value then ,at the  same 

time, sender needs to have a image that is used to hide these 

ascii values for the secret communication the image has to 

split into blocks using non-overlapping method by linear 

manner that each block is having its own pixel values that 

involves in the Steganography then, by using vector 

calculation method and minimum distance formula as shown 

below, Here the block zero will be assumed that contains a 

value like 

 
Here apply a minimum value calculation as the algorithm 

used. 

Min{d(Pi,Bij)|Bij€Bi,Bi€B,Pi€P|}…   1 

Where Pi represents the i
th 

character ascii value Bij is the i
th 

block  that  belongs  to  the  Image  and  Bij  represents the j
th

 

since all works are done by using overlapping method but pixel value in the i
th

 block that is in image d(Pi,Bij)represents 324 

here introducing a new called finding the corresponding 

ASCII  value  for  information  and  hide  it  into  the  image 

the distance between the i
th 

character ascii value with j
th  

pixel in i
th 

block and in distance as minimum value. 

D(Pi,Bij)={|Pi-Bij|pi€P,Bij€Bi,Bi€B}… ........2 
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 Here i=0,j=0,k=0 

D(65,70)=Min|df(65-70)| 

Min value=5. 

 D(Pi,Bi)=Min |df(pi-Bijk)| 

Here i=0,j=0,k=0 

D(100,70)=Min|df(100-70)| 

Min value=30 

 D(Pi,Bi)=Min |df(pi-Bijk)| 

Here i=0,j=0,k=0 

D(120,70)=Min|df(120-70)| 

Min value=50 

 D(Pi,Bi)=Min |df(pi-Bijk)| 

Here i=0,j=0,k=0 

D(140,70)=Min|df(140-70)| 

Min value=70 

Here the value is 

 
B-N:-Block Information 

R-A:-Row Address 

C-A:-Column Address 

A-V:-Actual value 

 

Fig. 1 System Architecture 

So here got a nearest value as 70 is the nearest to 65 hence 

Replace 65 with 70 so encryption has done. Sender send this 

coded information to receiver with these key values. 

Receiver  receives the message with key. Split the K-I    into 

 
values then Extract the hidden value Get the ASCII value of 

each character Get a original information or message. 

 

 Algorithm: 

 Encryption Process 

Input: Plain Text, Image 

Output: Ascii Code , Encrypted image 

Begin 

Sender: 

Step 1: Plain text converted to ascii code 

Step 2: Fetch the original image. 

Step 3: Split the image in to 0-N Blocks by using non- 

overlapping method. 

Step 4: Place the ascii value in to the image blocks by using 

nearest filling method. 

Step 5: Send the encrypted message with key to the receiver 

side. 

 Decryption process 

Receiver: 

Step 1: The receiver decrypts the message with the key. 

Step 2: Find the input information in the image. 

Step 3: Then extract the secret message from the image 

blocks. 

Step 4: Convert the ascii code into original message. 

End 

 

 

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 
 

The experimental result climes the analysis that the 

implementation can be done by using java, here is the text 

message result shown below. 

 

Example 

  Input 

 

Sample message-> ABC 

 Output 

ABC=656667 

WELCOME=119101108111109101 

so that result is as shown below 

The Fig 2 shows the original image before get into the 

encryption, 
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Fig 2 shows the original image before encryption 

 

Fig 3 shows the encrypted image 

 

Fig 3 shows the actual image after 

Decryption 

 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 
decryption process plays a major role in this proposed 

method. In order to obtain the secure Data communication, 

this proposed work deploys the Steganography using Mainly 

Nearest neighbor Filling Method, The secret information can 

be concealed in 0 to N Blocks of image with non 

overlapping. and decrypt the message with key in linear 

passion hence the user can be achieved high secure 

communication. 
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